Texture analysis on (18)F-FDG PET/CT images to differentiate malignant and benign bone and soft-tissue lesions.
The purpose is to develop and evaluate the ability of the computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) methods that apply texture analysis and pattern classification to differentiate malignant and benign bone and soft-tissue lesions on 18F-fluorodeoxy-glucose positron emission tomography/computed tomography ((18)F-FDG PET/CT) images. Subjects were 103 patients with 59 malignant and 44 benign bone and soft tissue lesions larger than 25 mm in diameter. Variable texture parameters of standardized uptake values (SUV) and CT Hounsfield unit values were three-dimensionally calculated in lesional volumes-of-interest segmented on PET/CT images. After selection of a subset of the most optimal texture parameters, a support vector machine classifier was used to automatically differentiate malignant and benign lesions. We developed three kinds of CAD method. Two of them utilized only texture parameters calculated on either CT or PET images, and the other one adopted the combined PET and CT texture parameters. Their abilities of differential diagnosis were compared with the SUV method with an optimal cut-off value of the maximum SUV. The CAD methods utilizing only optimal PET (or CT) texture parameters showed sensitivity of 83.05 % (81.35 %), specificity of 63.63 % (61.36 %), and accuracy of 74.76 % (72.82 %). Although the ability of differential diagnosis by PET or CT texture analysis alone was not significantly different from the SUV method whose sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were 64.41, 61.36, and 63.11 % (the optimal cut-off SUVmax was 5.4 ± 0.9 in the 10-fold cross-validation test), the CAD method with the combined PET and CT optimal texture parameters (PET: entropy and coarseness, CT: entropy and correlation) exhibited significantly better performance compared with the SUV method (p = 0.0008), showing a sensitivity of 86.44 %, specificity of 77.27 %, and accuracy of 82.52 %. The present CAD method using texture analysis to analyze the distribution/heterogeneity of SUV and CT values for malignant and benign bone and soft-tissue lesions improved the differential diagnosis on (18)F-FDG PET/CT images.